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Electroacoustic Music Studios Concert
Nabenhauer Recital Room
Wednesday, February 15, 2012
8:15 p.m.
Programs
Myriad Peter Siciliano
4:04
Electricity Benjamin Montgomery
5:00
Stasis Steven Dewey
5:25
A Boy Y Una Muchacha Matthew Recio
4:25
Call and Interruption Eric Cerio
4:16
Untitled Arik McNally
3:50
Bubbles in Space Jake Altschuler
3:30
The Song in the Machine Kanoa Ishihara
3:10
From Apex to Depth Gabriel Millman
3:14
Thaw Andrew Thomson
3:19
Vast Isolation Eric Brown
5:05
Leaving Isaac Derfel
3:10
Nocturne Alyssa Rodriguez
5:41
